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The monomial subgroups are proved to be maximal in GL(n, K) or fL(n, K) for 
arbitrary division rings K, with some exceptions. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let V = V(n, K) be a left vector space over a division ring K, of dimension 
n 2 2, with G = GL(n, K) or SL(n, K) acting on I? (Notice that SL(n, K) is 
defined to be the commutator group GL(n, K)’ of GL;(n, K) when K is non- 
commutative.) With respect to a basis (e,, . . . . e,] we can write Y as the 
space Mat I xn 1y of n-dimensional rows (i.e., 1 x IZ matrices over K), thus 
write the elements of G as n x n matrices, each matrix g E G sending x E V 
to xg. Let N be the monomial subgroup of G, consisting of all monomial 
matrices in G, where a monomial matrix means a matrix having a lone 
non-zero entry in each row and each column, and all other entries zero. 
Notice that N is precisely the stabilizer Stab{ (e,), . . . . (e,)} of the set of 
i-dimensional subspaces spanned by the basis vectors ej (1 < i< n), 
respectively. 
In a general programme for analysing the maximal subgroups of the 
finite classical groups, an important step is to investigate the maximality of 
the subgroups in the classes defined in Aschbacher’s paper Cl]. The 
monomial groups are in one of these classes. For finite fields K, the maxi- 
mality of the monomial subgroups N has been proved in Key [2,3] and 
Dye [4 J, while in this paper I shall prove the maximality of N in GL(n, K) 
or 5Y,(n, K) for arbitrary division rings K. My method is different from 
those of Key and Dye, in that they use classifications of groups generated 
by reflections or homologies, whereas I just perform elementary matrix 
calculations. 
Throughout this paper F will denote the center of K, while K* and F* 
are the multiplicative groups of K and F, respectively. C is the commutator 
group of K*. When K is non-commutative, by some theorems in Hua 
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[5,6] we know that C is non-solvable and generates K as a division ring. 
For a subset S of I’, (S) denotes the subspace spanned by S. For a subset 
T of a group, (T) denotes the subgroup generated by T. We shall also use 
the following notations about matrices: Mat,,, x n K denotes the set of all the 
m x n matrices over K, and Mat,, K= Matnxn K. For A = (u~)~~,, E 
Mat, x n K A’= (b,),., denotes the transpose of A, with entries b,= uji. 
E, denotes a matrix having a single 1 as its (i, j)th entry, and all other 
entries 0. For each i# j and s E K we denote T,(s) = Z+ sEii, which is a 
transvection of G when s # 0. All the transvections in G generate SL(n, K). 
We denote P,, = I- Ekk - E,, + E,, - E,, E SL(n, K) for k # t, which fixes 
all ei (i $ {k, t } ) while sending ek, e, to e,, - ek, respectively; when k = t we 
define P,, = Z, thus P, E SL(n, K) for all 16 i, j < n. 
Now we are ready to state and prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM. Let n 2 2, K be a division ring, and N be the monomial sub- 
group of G = GL(n, K) or SL(n, K). When G = SL(2, K) over an infinitefield 
K with char K# 2 we only consider the case - 1 E K*= or [K* : K*=] < co. 
Then N is maximal in G, with exceptions: (i) IK:I < 4; (ii) G = SL(2, K) over 
an imperfect field K with char K= 2; (iii) n = 2, char K # 2, and lKl < 5 
when G = GL(2, K), or I#) < 11 when G = SL(2, K); (iv) G = SL(4,5). 
Proof: Let G 2 X> N. We want to prove that X= G. Notice that each 
g = (a..) rl n x n E X\ N has at least two non-zero entries in some rows. First we 
try to find a g, E X\N stabilizing the l-dimensional space (el) spanned by 
e, . And then, in the second step we shall find a transvection T&s) in X thus 
can see that all the transvections in G lie in X, leading to X> SL(n, K) thus 
X=G. 
Step 1. In this step we prove that we can take g, E X,,,,\N, namely, 
find a g, E X\N with the first row having the form (a, 0, . . . . 0). 
Take any gl = (aiiLxn E X\N, with the ith row ui = (ail, . . . . a,), for all 
1 d i < n. If some ui has only one entry a, # 0 but all other entries aU = 0 
(j#r), then PliglPlrEX<q>\N as required. So we suppose that all rows 
of g, have at least two non-zero entries. 
Case 1. n > 3, and some row uk of g, has all entries non-zero. Replac- 
ing g, by Plk g, E X\N we may assume that all the entries av# 0 in the 
firstrowu,,andwecantakeag,=diag(a,’,...,a,f,~,,a,,...a,,.~,)EN 
and replace g, by g, g,,E X\N to reduce to the case u1 = (1, . . . . 1, d) for a 
de K*. Write g, = Bh for h = diag( 1, . . . . 1, d), and denote by vi (1 < i < n) 
the ith row (b,,, . . . . b,) of B = (b,),,,, then vi = uih-‘, especially 
Vl = (1, . ..) 1). Let S, be the symmetric group acting on the set 
{ ei I 1 d i < n} of the basis vectors of V. We can regard S, as a subgroup 
of GL(n, K), by identifying each ZE S, with the linear transformation 
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induced by Z. Now the alternating group A, -C S, is a subgroup of N, and 
A,, fixes the vector ui. For each ZE A,,, the first row uiz of Bz and the first 
row u1 of B are the same, thus BzB-’ and BB-’ have the same first row 
(1, 0, *.., 0). Notice that h-IA% = N, thus hi’zh E N for z E A,, <N, we have 
g,=g,h-‘zhg,‘:: BzB-’ E X, and g, fixes e,. To finish Step 1 we need 
only choose a suitable z to make g,# N. Suppose we cannot make gz#iV, 
thus g, E N for all ZE A,, and we try to deduce a contradiction. Each 
g,=BzB-‘EN permutes {(ej) 1 l<idnf, thus z permutes ((ri> 1 
l<i<n). Since 2 fixes ur, it induces a permutation p(z) on ((et,> 1 
2 d id rz). Now z I-+ q(z) defines a homomorphism of A, into the 
symmetric group S,- , acting on ( (vi) 1 2 < i < n). We have 
I4lI IA I f(n!) -- 
IKer “- IIm CpI ‘Is._,l=m 
=f> 1, 
2 
Ker cp # ( 11. We know that A, is a simple group when n # 4, and the only 
non-trivial normal subgroup of A, is U4 = ((l), (12)(34), (13)(24), 
(14)(23)~, so the only possibilities for Ker cp are Ker cp = A, or Ker ‘p = U, 
when n = 4. 
First we suppose Ker cp = A,, thus Im cp = (1 ), all z E A, stabilize all ( ui) 
(1 d i< n). If some ri = (bi, , ,.., b,) has an entry b, = 0, let b, be a non-zero 
entry of ui, take a 3-cycle z = (kjt) E A,, then the image uiz of vi has the 
jth entry equal to bik # 0, viz cannot be a scalar multiple of ui, in con- 
tradiction. Now suppose all u,‘s (1 < is n) have all entries non-zero, 
namely, B has all entries b,# 0. Since B is invertible, all its rows are 
linearly independent, especially no row vi (i 2 2) can be a multiple of U, , 
thus in each such ui we have an entry not equal to the first entry bi,. Take 
any vi with i> 2, let b, # bi,, take a 3-cycle z = (1 jk) E A,, then we have 
uiz # ui. When n 2 4, z fixes e, for a t 4 { 1, j, k), thus uiz and ui have the 
same non-zero tth entry, viz cannot be a scalar multiple of vi, in contradic- 
tion. Now consider the case n = 3. Take z = (123) E A,, then z sends each 
vi= (bi,, b,, bi3) (1 <i< 3) to uiz = (bi3, bil, bi2), which should be a scalar 
multiple Wi(bi,, b,, bi3) of vi, for a WOE K*, and we have w: = b,b,’ . 
bi,b,;‘.b,b~;‘=l. Now ri=bi,(l,w,,$), and since u;s (l<i63) are 
linearly independent we have wis mutually distinct. Remember that 
b,, = w, = 1, and we can replace g, by diag( 1, b;l, b,,) g, E X\ N to reduce 
to the case b,, = 1. Write w  = wa, s = w3, and A = b,, , then B = h, W with 
11 1 
Iv= 1 w  w* , 
L I 
hi = diag(1, 1, A). 
1 s s* 
We cannot have char K = 3: otherwise w3 = s3 = 1 would imply (w - 1 )3 = 
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(S - 1)3 = 0 thus w  = s = 1, in contradiction. When K is commutative, since 
the equation x3 = 1 has only three distinct roots 1, w, w2, we have s = w2; 
When K is non-commutative, noticing that w2 + w  + 1 = (w3 - l)/(w - 1) 
= 0 and s2 + s + 1 = 0 we can see that WW, = diag(d,, d,, d3) for 
11 1 
w,= 1 S w  , [ 1 1 s2 w2 
with d, = 3, d2 = 1 + ws + w2s2, and d, = 1 + SW + s2w2, and all di # 0 since 
and 
are invertible. Now W-’ = W, diag(d,, d2, d,)-‘, thus g;’ = (h, Wh)-’ = 
hP1 W,ho for a diagonal matrix ho. We can replace g, by g;’ thus replace 
W by W,. Remember that the rows of W must have the form (1, wi, njf) 
with w: = 1. Applying this requirement to the second row (1, s, w) of the 
replacement W, of W we see w = s2, s = s4 = w2, So we have 
w= [ 11 1 11 1 1 w  WI, 1 w-‘+f I for W, = [ 1 w2 w  1 . 
1 w2 w  1 w  w2 
Take a /i, = diag(a, 6, 6) EN, with b E F*, and a= bp2c for a CE C. Then 
a+2b a-b a-b 
g,=g,‘A,g,=ih-’ a-b a+2b a-b hex. 
a-b a-b a+2b I 
We try to choose a # b and a # -26, thus a-b and a + 2b are non-zero, 
1 1 1 





Y= -EKK*, a-b 
and h, = diag(a + 2b, a - 6, a-b)h and h,= $h-‘diag(1, yP‘,y-‘) 
diagonal. We can replace g, by g, thus replace W by W,. To obtain a 
contradiction we need only to choose a, b to make y3 # 1. When char K# 2 
wetakeb=-landa=l,thusy-‘= -2, yP3= -821 (sincecharKZ3, 
9#0), y3#1. When charK=2 we have y-‘=(a+b)/a=l+ba-‘, y3=1 
only when y P3 = 1, i.e., O=(1+ba-‘)3-l=ba-1(l+ba~‘+(ba~‘)2), 
1+bap’+(bap’)2=0, (ba-‘)3+1=0, (bap1)3=1, b9ce3=1. If K is a 
field, c = 1, since IK( > 4, jK*) does not divide 9, we can choose b E K* with 
b9 # 1, thus y3 # 1, as required. When K is non-commutative, we choose 
b = 1, and try to choose c3 # 1. Since C is non-abelian we can choose cl, 
c2 in C with clc2#czc,. Of course ci fc, and cl #c;’ thus c,=c,c,# 1. 
If for all these ci (1 G id 3) we have c; = 1, since ci # 1 we have 
c~+ci+l=(~~-l)/(~i-l)=O, l+cj=cf. Now clc2 = c, ‘c:c;c,’ = 
c,‘(l +c,)(l +c,)c,’ = c,‘(l +c,c,+c, +c2)c;’ = c,1((c1c2)2+ 
c,+c,)c,’ = c2c1+c;‘+c;’ = c,c,+c;+c:, thus c,c,+c: = c;+ 
c2c,, (c,+c,)c, = (c,+c,)c,, since c,+c,#O we have c2=c,, a 
contradiction. This shows that we can always choose c among {cl, c2, c3) 
such that c3 # 1, thus y3 # 1, as required. 
Now suppose n = 4 and Ker cp = U, = {(l), (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)} 
= (z,, z,), for z1 = (12)(34) and z2 = (13)(24). Each zk (k = 1 or 2) sends 
each vi (1 < i<4) to a multiple wikui (wik~ K*) of ui. From uizl = 
(b,, b,,, bid, b,)= wilui= wil(b,], bi2, bi3, bi4) we see that wil = b,b,’ = 
bilb,~1=bi4b,~1=bi3b,~1, and wf, = bi2b,T1 bi,bI;’ = 1, thus wi, = ~1. 
Similarly, from viz2 = wi2ui we can see wi2 = f 1 and wi2 = b,b,’ = b,b,‘. 
So we have uL=bil(l, w,~, wi2, wi, wi2) for all 1 6 id4, with wil, wi2 E 
{ 1, -1). All the vectors (1, wi,, wi2, wil wi2) (1 < i < 4) are linearly 
independent, especially we cannot simultaneously have wi, i = w;, 1 and 
wi12 = wiz2 for i, #i,. We must have char K # 2, otherwise all wik = 1. 
Furthermore, we cannot have will = wi2, = wi,l for three distinct ii, i,, i3, 
otherwise, in the three elements wi12, wiz2, wij2 taken from { 1, -l} we can 
certainly find two ones equal, in contradiction. So, for an arrangement 
(i,, i,, i,, i4) of { 1, 2, 3,4} we have will = wjzl = 1 = wi,2 = wiJ2 and wixl = 
wi41 = -1 = wiz2 = wj42 (remember that il = 1). Take an ‘1 EN,, sending 
(e2>, <e3h (e4) to Cei*>Y (ei,>, <ei4>9 respectively, and replacing g, by 
qg, we may suppose i, = 2, i, = 3, and i, = 4. And we can replace such g, 
by diag(1, hi’, b;‘, b2,b31)gl to reduce to the case bZ1 = b,, = 1, thus 
g, = h, Wh with h, = diag( 1, 1, 1, bdl) and 
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then g, = g ; ‘A, g, E X, and 
a+a-’ +2 a+a-‘-2 a-a-’ a-a-’ 
a+a-‘-2 a+a-‘t-2 a-a-’ a-a-’ 
* * * * 
* * * * 
11 11 
= W,h, with W, = 
y y-l 1 1 [ 1 * * **> * * ** 
g3=ih-‘WAoWh=l 
4 1 h 
[ 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 -1 -1 
w= 
1 -1 1 -1 ’ 
1 -1 -1 1 1 
-1 
gi =ih-‘Wh;‘. Take A,=diag(a,a-‘, 1, l)eN with a~K*\fll), 
y=(a+a-‘-2)(a+a-’ + 2) - ‘, and hz diagonal. We can replace g r by 
g,, thus replace W by W, , and to obtain a contradiction we need only to 
choose y # -1. Notice that y = 1 - 4(a + a-’ -t 2)-l, and we need only to 
choose aEK*\{&l) to make a+a-‘+2#2, i.e., a# -a-‘, a2# -1. 
When K is non-commutative, since K* is non-solvable we cannot have 
a2 = -1 E F* for all a E K* (otherwise X*’ 6 F*, KS/F* would be abelian, 
K* would be solvable), thus can certainly choose a E K* with a2 # -1. 
When K is a field, in case IKl > 5 we can choose a E K* with a4 # 1 thus 
a2 # -1. The only admitted case for I KI < 5 is that G = GL(4,5); in such 
a case we take A, =diag(3, 1, 1, ~)EN, g,=g;‘Ar grEX, and 
1 2 2 2 g4+-‘W,1,Wh= - 2 ’ 2 2 h [ 1 * * * * * * * * 
with h, = -diag( 1,2,2,2)h. Since 2 # -1, replacing g, by g, we obtain a 
contradiction. 
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Case 2. In this case we suppose all the rows of g, have zero entries. 
Among all the rows of g, we suppose that the mth row of g, has the most 
numerous zero entries, and replacing g, by P,, g, E X\ N we may suppose 
such m = 1. Namely, we may suppose that the row a1 has k entries zero 
and (n-k) entries non-zero, and no row ui can have more than k zero 
entries. We have k 2 1, and n -k > 2 (since we suppose all the rows of g, 
have at least two non-zero entries), thus n 2 3. Replacing g, by suitable 
g, g, (gO~N) we can reduce to the case 
u, = (1, ‘.., 1, 0, . ..) 0). 
-z__v 
n-h k 
When G= GL(n, K), or when G= SL(n, K) with K non-commutative, 
we take A, = diag( 1, . . . . 1, c) E N with admitted CE K*. In fact, when 
G = GL(n, K) we can take c in K* arbitrarily, while in case G = ,SL(n, K) 
we can take c in C. A, fixes ui, thus we have g, = g, /1, g;’ E X,, . We need 
only to choose c to make g, 4 N. Suppose we cannot make such a choice, 
thus g,f N for all chosen c, we try to deduce a contradiction. 
g,=g,&g;‘EN,, implies that /1, permutes ((ui) 12<i<n). Certainly 
g, has a non-zero entry urn in the last column, namely, its same row u, has 
the nth entry non-zero. Each ,4, = diag( 1, . . . . 1, c) sends U, = (a,, , . . . . a,) to 
wf, = (a,, I ***, a,, n - 1, arnc), which should be a scalar multiple of some row 
z+.) of g,, with ifc)~ (1, 2, . . . . n > determined uniquely by c, and (r+., ,> # 
( uifclj > when c1 # c2. When G = GL(n, K), since lKl> 4 we can find more 
than three distinct c’s in K*. When G = SL(n, K) with K non-commutative, 
since C is non-abelian we have ICI > 5, thus can find more than three 
distinct c’s in C. So in both cases we can choose three distinct values of c 
to obtain three distinct rows Q.) of g, of the form uiccJ = (a,,, ..,, 
a r,n-19 a,c)=u,+a,(c- l)e,, and these three rows lie in the space 
(u,, e,) of dimension 2 thus must be linearly dependent, in contradiction 
with the invertibility of g,. 
In the following we suppose K is a field and G = ,SL(n, K). 
If in 




with c E K*. We hope to choose g, $ N. Suppose g, EN for all chosen ,4,, 
then each such .4, permutes { (ui) I 2 $ i,< n). Certainly some row 
ur = h 3 *.-3 GJ has the nth entry am # 0, and u,n, = (a,,, ..,, 
a,.-, c-‘, urnc) should be a scalar multiple of some row uiccj of g,, with 
i(c) E: (2, . . . . n 1 determined uniquely by c E K*. If a,j # 0 for some 
1 <j<n--2, for cl fc, we have (uic,-,,)# (Us) thus i(cl)#i(c2), Since 
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IK*( = jhlj - 12 4 we can choose four distinct values of c in K* thus have 
four distinct rows a+) of g, , These four rows lie in the space (u,, e, _ 1, e,) 
of dimension 3 thus are linearly dependent, contradicting the invertibility 
of g,. Now suppose av=O for all l<i<n-2, u,=(O ,..., 0, a,.-,,~,,) 
with a, n- i and urn non-zero, then when c: # ci we have i(ci) # i(c2). In 
case llyl > 5 we can choose three distinct values of c* with c E K* to obtain 
three distinct rows uiCCj of g,, and these three rows lie in the space 
(en-19 e, ) of dimension 2 thus are linearly dependent, in contradiction 
again. Suppose IKKJ = 5. Remember that in 
241 = (1, . ..) 1, 0, *.., 0) -- 
n-k k 
we suppose ka2 and n-k82 thus have n>4, but G= SL(4,5) is an 
exceptional case, so we have G = SL(n, 5) with n > 5 here. Since in the row 
24, = (0, . ..) 0, a, n _ , , urn) we already have n - 2 zero entries, and we assume 
u1 has the most numerous zero entries, we should have k > n - 2 2 3. The 
3-cyclez=(n-2n-1n)inA,=A~,,,~~,,.j<Nfixesu,, sowecanreplace 
g, by g, z thus replace U, by U,Z = (0, . . . . 0, urn, 0, u,, n ~ i), without changing 
u,, to reduce to a settled case. 
In the following we consider the case k = 1, namely, u1 = (1, . . . . l,O). By 
the maximality of k we know that in each row of g, we have exactly one 
zero entry, and all other entries non-zero. For each CJ in the symmetric 
group S,-, acting on (ei, . . . . e, _, } we have a unique z = z( CJ) E N inducing 
0 on {e,,..., e,- , } and sending e, to e, or -e, when cr is even or odd, 
respectively. Notice that all such Z(C) fix u1 , thus g, = g, z(o) g; ’ E X,,. We 
want to choose CJ to make g, 4 N. Suppose g2 E N for all 0 E S,- i, then 
each z(c) permutes {(u,), . . . . (Us)}. Take a row u,= (a,,, . . . . urn) of g, 
withu,,#O,thusu,,=Oforsomet~n-l.Foreach l<j<n--1 andj#t, 
the z(t) E N corresponding to the transposition t = (j t) E S, _, sends U, to 
a vector U,Z(Z) with the jth entry zero, U,Z(T) must be a multiple of some 
row ui of g,, and such ui also has the jth entry zero. So for each j < n - 1 
we have at least one row uiCjj of g, having the jth entry zero, and 
{u i, uiCIJ, . . . . uiCn- i)} exhaust all the rows of g,, so replacing g, by suitable 
g, g, (g, E N) we may assume ui has the (i - 1 )st entry zero, for all i > 2. 
Take A = diag(u, . . . . a, u’ -“) E N with a E K*, we have u1 A = au, E (ui ) 
thus g,=g,Ag;‘EX<,,>. If g, E N, ,4 permutes { (u, ), . . . . (a,) }, espe- 
cially u,A E (ui) for some i > 2. But u,,4 has the first entry zero, cannot be 
a multiple of any ui with i 2 3, thus u,A = wuz for some w  E K*, and com- 
paring the 2nd and the nth entries of both sides of this equality we see 
u=w=u’-fl thus un = 1. Notice that the equation xn = 1 has at most n 
solutions in ;he field K, and when 1 K*l > n we can always choose a E K* 
with un # 1 thus can choose g,Ag;’ E X,,,,\N as desired. So we suppose 
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K= F, with q - 1 <n in the following. Since q = /Ill 2 5 we must have 
n 2 q - 12 4, and n = 4 only when q = 5; but G = SL.(4,5) is an exceptional 
case, so we cannot have n = 4, thus n 2 5. For each 3 < j < n - 1, the trans- 
position 7 = GV E S,,, .._, en-,] corresponds to the z(r) EN sending e2, e,, e, 
to ej, e2, -e, when fixing all other e;s (i$ (2, j, n}). According to our 
assumption, z(r) permutes {(u,), ,.., (u,)}, thus (+z(T)) =I (ui) for 
some 2 d i < n. Notice that uZz(z) has the first entry zero, but all the ui 
(3 < i<n) have the first entries non-zero, and uZz(z) cannot be a multiple 
of ui for iZ 3. So the only possibility is that uZz(r) = wuZ for some w  E Fz. 
Comparing the last entries of ZQZ(T) and u2 we know w= -1, thus 
u,z(z)= -u2, azj= -a22. Since IZ 2 5 we have an IE (3, . . . . TI - 1 } \ {j}, 
W&T) and u2 have the same Ith entries equal to a,,# 0, from ZQZ(T) = -a2 
we have a,,= -axl, and this can happen only when char Fq = 2. Suppose 
char F, = 2 in the following, thus a2i= a2* holds for all 3 <j<~ - 1, 
u2 = (0; b2 , . . . . b2, bzd) for some b,, d&F,*. For each 
position z=(l i-l)~S,~~=S(,,,,,,,,_,~<Nsends u2 
U~T = (b2, . . . . bz, 0, b,, . . . . b2, b,d), 
L+ 1 )st entry 
which should be a multiple of ui, thus 
Ui= (bi,..., bi, 0, bi, .,., bi, bid) 
L-ii- 1 )st entry 
for some bi E Ft. So we have ll......... 10 
0 6,. . . . . . . . .b2 b2d 
ST,= b3 0 b, ... b, b,d 9 [ 1 . . . . . . . ..*.............. b, b, b, ..’ 0 b,d 
3 < i Q n, the trans- 
to 
replacing g, by diag( 1, b; ‘, . . . . b;.! r, 6, . . . b, _ ,) g, E X\ N we may suppose 
b,= ... =b,-,=I, thus g,=h,Wh, with h,=diag(l,..., l,d), h,= 
diag( 1, . . . . 1, &A, and 
1 1 l......l 0 
0 1 I......... 1 
w= [ 1 0 I......... 1  . 
*............,.... 
1 . . . . . *.**l 0 1 
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The sum (n - 1, . . . . n - 1) of all the rows of W cannot be zero, n - 1 must 
be odd, n is even, and the transpose W’ of W is just the inverse of W. 
Take A 2=diag(c,c-‘, l,..., 1)oN with CEFT, then g2=g,A,g;‘= 
h, Wh,A,h;m’W-lh;l~X has the first row equal to (c+c~‘+i, c-‘+l, 
c + 1, c f c- 1, *.., (c+c-‘)h;l). Since q>4 we can choose c with c3#1, 
thus c + cl’ + 1, cP ’ + 1, and c + 1 are non-zero, and replacing g, by g, 
we reduce to Case 1. 
Case 3. n = 2. If we can find a g = (x~)~ x 2 E X\N with an entry xk, = 0, 
then g=Pi,gP,,~ X\N has the (1,2)nd entry zero, thus go X<,,>\N, as 
required. So we suppose that ail g = (x~)~ x 2 E X\ N have all entries xti # 0. 
We can write each such g in the form 
g=h l x 
[ 1 1 8.x’ 
with h diagonal, and x, % E K*. Since g is invertible we must have 8 # 1. 
If we can find two 
gi=hi l xi [ 1 1 ejx, EX\N (i= 1, 2), 
with h, and h2 diagonal, and 8, # %2 but xi =x1, then 
as desired. 
First we suppose K is non-commutative. Take any 
g, =h, 
1 Xl [ I 1 @IX, E -K 
with h, = diag(d,, d2). If we can choose g, with 8, $ F*, since C generates 
K as a division ring, we can find a CE C not commuting with %,, and we 
have A, = diag(c, x; ‘cxi) E N thus 
with h, = h, c diagonal, and g2 = cc’%, c # %,, g, g;’ E X,,, >\N as desired. 
Suppose 8, E F* for all chosen g, E X\N. Take A = diag(lc, x;‘AP’xl) E N 
with ieK* and CEC, then we have g,=g,Ag;‘EX, and 
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For each chosen n with .12c$ (1, 6r > thus ,$‘c - 1 and (?, - A*c non-zero, 
we have g2$ N thus also I.2c,8, - 1 #O by our assumption, and we can 
write 
g,=h, 
1 x2 [ I 1 02x2 
with h,=h,n-‘(6, - l)-’ diag((d2c6, - l)d;‘, t11(J2c- 1)&r) diagonal, 
x*=d,(12Ce,-1)-‘(1-12C)d~1EK*, 82x2=dr(81(12C-l))-r (8,~1%) 
d,kK*, and 19~=(?~x~.x;l =d,(6,(A2c- 1)))’ (0, -,I*c)(l -;12c)-’ 
(i’c6, - 1) d,’ EK*. According to our assumption we have t?* E F*, thus 
82=d,‘82d,=(L2c-1)-2 ~~*c-~,)(~~c-~~‘), (12c-8,)(A2c-8,i)= 
B,(JPc - 1)2, (~2-l)(~~c)~+(~~+~~~-2e2)~*c+~~2-l)=o, a2c+ 
(~2c)-‘=(6)2-l)-1 (26,-6,-O;‘)EF. Notice that when ,I%=1 or 8, 
we have L2c + (A2c)-’ E F trivially, so for all JI’C E K*2C we have A2c + 
(L2c)-’ = ~1~~~ for some aA,,,. in F determined by L2c, and (A’c)~= 
~1~~,I.*c-l. Take rZ=l and cr,c2~C with c,c,#c,c,, consider the 
F-subspace E of K spanned by 1, cr , c2, cr c2, and we can check that the 
mutualproductsofc,,c2,c,c,IieinE:c2=ol,c-1~Eforc=c,,c2,c,c2, 
c~.c,c~=c~c~=(~,.,~,-~)~,~E thus c,EcE, c~c~.c~=c,(c~,~-c~)EE 
thus Ec,sE, czcl =(c;~c;‘)-‘=a,.,,.,-(a,,--,)(a,,-c~)EE, c2.c1c2= 
cZc, + c2 E Ec2 E E, c, c2 . c, = c, . c2cl E c, E E E. So E is a subring of K. If 
IFI < co, /El = IFI < 00, and E is a finite subring of K having no zero 
divisor, it must be a division ring thus must be a finite field, in contra- 
diction since we choose c, c2 # cZcl. So the center F of K must be infinite, 
and we can take CI E F* with a4 # 1 thus a2 # a-‘. We cannot have K*2 <F, 
otherwise K*2 would be an abelian normal subgroup of K* with K*fK*2 
abelian (since all the elements in K*/K** have order 2 or 1) and K* would 
be solvable. So we can take L2 E K*‘\F*, and (a2.)2 E K*2\ F*, A2 = 
(a* - a-*)-’ [(an)’ -t (an)-* -a-*(/2* + A-*)] E F, in contradiction. This 
shows that we can certainly choose a 
eX\N 
with 8 $ F*, thus can obtain a ge X,,,,\N. 
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Now let K be commutative. Take any 
g,=h, 1 [ I 1 *::, EX\N 
with hl diagonal. Consider all g= g(n) = ging;’ E X with A = 
diag(Lc, K’) E N. As in the non-commutative case we have 
g=h,~-‘(el - 1)-’ A2cel- 1 1 -A2c 
e,(2c-- 1) e1 -1% 1 h;? 
When G = GL(2, K) we take ,? = 1, and can choose c in K* arbitrarily, and 
since lK1>5 we can require c#l and cfe, thus 1*c-l=c-l#O and 
0, -A2c= 8, -c#O, thus g(/l)$ N. When G=SL(2, K) we must have 
c = 1, and can choose I in K*, and since liy( > 13 we can choose 1’ # 1 and 
A2 #B,, thus Elzc - 1 # 0 and 8, - 1'~ # 0, g(n) EN. In both cases we can 
choose g(n)+ N, and these g(n) have all entries non-zero and can be 
written in the form 
1 x 
d’)=h 1 ox [ 1 
with h diagonal and 
e=(~2~-e,)(e,n2~-i)=(~2~-e,)(n*c-e;’) 





If 8 = 8i = - 1 (this can happen only when char Kf 2) we have 
A4c2 + 1 = 0, but when G = GL(2, K) we can choose I = 1 and c4 # 1 (since 
lK*j>4) thus c2# +l, 14~2+1=~2+1#0, and when G=SL(2,K) we 
can choose l* # 1 (since IK*l> 12> 8) thus 14# +l, L4c2+ 1 =L4+ 1 #O. 
So, when e1 = -1 we can always choose 14c2 $1 # 0 to make 8 # -1, and 
replacing g, by such g(n) we can reduce to the case 8, # -1. In the follow- 
ing we suppose that g, is chosen with 8, # 21. When G = GL(2, K), or 
G = X(2, K) but - 1= 6* E K*‘, we can take a 
0 b 
z= b o EN [ 1 
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(when G = GL(2, K) we just take b = 1, when - 1= a2 we take b = a), then 
g,=g,z.diag(x;‘,x,)=bh, [; ~~~x~]tK\N, 
with bh, diagonal, and 0;’ #Bi (since 0, # + I), g, g;’ EX <el3 \N as 
desired. Now consider the case G = SL(2, K), with - 14 K* , thus 
A = diag(l, A-‘), 
If 8, E K*2 we can choose A2 = 8, # 0;‘, and A* # 1, thus g(A) has all the 
entries non-zero but the (2, l)st entry zero, Pi2 g(A) E X,,,,\N as required. 
So suppose 8,# P2 in the following, also 8;. ’ $ K*2, thus A28, - 1 and 
8i - A2 are always non-zero, for A# +1 (thus d2 # l), and we have 
1 x 
gV)=h l 8x EX\N. [ 1 
For each given value of 8, the quartic equation A4 + (0 - 1))’ 
(0, + 0;’ - 26) 1’ + 1 = 0 has at most four solutions of I in K*\ ( f 11, so 
when 1 ranges over K* \ { + 1) we can obtain $( (K*l - 2) different g(A)% 
with mutually different values of 0. If i(lK*l - 2) > [K* : K**], we can 
choose among these g(A)% two 
g,=h, 1 xi [ 1 1 eixi (i--2, 3) 
with x2, xj lying in a same coset of K*2 in K*, namely, x3 =6*x2 for a 
~EK*, and e2#e3. Now 
with 6h3 diagonal, and g3g;- ’ E X+, >\N as needed. Now we need only 
to check the inequality $( IK*l - 2) > [K* : K*2 J. When }KI = q < co we 
have [K*: K*2]=2, and q> 13 thus $(/K*/ -2)=afq-3)>5>2= 
[K* : K*2]. When lK[ =co we have $(1X*1 -2)=co, since we only 
consider the case [K* : K*2] -c co, a(lK*l-2)> [K* : K*2] again. 
Step 2. We prove that A’= G in this linal step. To do this we need only 
to find a transvection T&c) in X In fact, if we can find such a Tk,(c) E X, 
then T,(c) = Pik T,,(c) P,;’ E X and T,(c) = P~iZ”,(c)-’ Pi’ E X for all i # I, 
and T,(c) = Pi;’ T,(c) P, E X for all i # 1 and j # i, these amount to that 
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T,(c)& X for all i#j. When n > 3 or when G= GL(n, K) we can find a 
g,= diag(sc-‘, 1, . . . )E N for each s E K*, thus 1”,*(s) = g, T,,(c) go’ E X, 
leading to all T,(s) E X (i #j), X contains the SL(n, K) generated by all 
T&s) (ifj, soK*), and X>(SL(n,K),N)=G. When G=SL(2,K), for 
each A E K* and y E C we have 
thus for each s = xi si~$f in the additive subgroup E generated by CK*‘, 
with all E~E{+~), ~,EC, and &EK*, 
If we can prove E = K thus SC (s E E) ranges over K, then 
thus X= G. If char K# 2, for each s E K* we have s = (s + i)‘- s2 - 
($)” E E, thus E= K as desired. Suppose char K= 2. When K is a field, since 
the imperfect K’s are excluded, K must be perfect, and we have E 2 K* = K 
thus E = 1% When K is non-commutative, the commutator group’c of K* 
generates K as a division ring. We have Cc CK*2 c E, and if we can prove 
that E is a division subring of K, then we have E= K. Since K*jC is 
abelian, we have CK** . CK*’ = CK ** For any pair of non-zero eIements . 
s, s, in E, writing s=Cj(&ai) and s,=Cj(i:bj) with ai, bj~CK*2 we 
have s-‘=s(~-‘)~=C~( f&s-~)*)EE and ~s~=&(+a,b,)~E, since 
all u~(s-‘)~ and a$, lie in CK *2. CK** = CK**. This shows that E is a 
division ring, and E = K follows. 
Now we prove that X contains a transvection Tk,(c). We use induction 
on the dimension II of the underlying space V(n, K) of G. When II = 2, by 
Step 1 we can find a 
a11 0 
g1= [ 1 a21 a22 EX\N, 
with azl # 0. We have h = diag(a,, , a& E N (since det h = det g, E det G, 
h E G), thus 
1 0 
T*,(s)= s * =g,h-‘EX [ 1 
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for s=azlailEK*, as d esired. Now consider the case n 2 3, and assume 
that our theorem holds for all the dimensions (of the underlying spaces of 
G’s) smaller than n. By Step 1 we can find a g, EX<,,>\N, 
with a, E K*, A,, = (a,, . . . . a,)‘e Mat,,- ijX i K, and AZ2 E GL(n - 1, K). If 
A,, is a monomial matrix, we have 
4 0 go= 0 A,, [ 1EN 
(since det go = a, det AZ2 = det g, E det G, go E G), replacing g, by g, go ’ 
we reduce to the case 
1 0 g1= [ 1 A I’ 21 
with AZ1 = (a,, . . . . a,)’ # (0, . . . . 0)’ thus some ak # 0 (2 ,< k d n), and replac- 
ing g, by P2k g, P;’ E X we may assume a, # 0. When G = GL(n, K) or 
when K is non-commutative, we can take a /i = diag( 1,1, 1, . . . . 1)~ N with 
1#1, thus T,,(s)=ng,n-‘g;‘eX with s=(n- l)a,#O. Suppose 
G = SL(n, K) with K commutative, take a no = diag(1, d, d-l, 1, . . . . 1)~ N 
with d # 1, and we have 
1 0 
g,=~owf,‘g;‘= B 1 1 1 EX 
with B= (b2, b,, 0, . . . . 0)‘, b2 = (d- l)a, ~0, and b, = (de1 - l)a,. And 
then, since [Kl 14 we can take a A, =diag(LP’, Le2, Pi, 1, . . . . 1)~ N with 
A3#1, thusn,g,/ly1g,1=T2,(s)E:Xwiths=(13-l)b2#O,asrequired. 
Now suppose in 
the block A22 E GL(n - 1, K) is not monomial. Consider the homo- 
morphism cp: X,,, > --) GL(n - 1, K) sending each 
to cp(g)= B,,, then cp(N,,,,)=N, is just the monomial group of 
GL(n - 1, K), and cp( g,) = A22 4 N,, thus Im cp 2 X, = ( N1, A,,). When 
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GL(n - 1, K) # GL(2, 5), X1 contains a transvection by our induction 
assumption, thus X1 = GL(n - 1, K). When GL(n - 1, K) = GL(2,5), by the 
treatment in this paper for G = GL(2, K) we also know X1 = GL(n - 1, K), 
except when 
A,,=h 
1 1 [ 1 1 -1 ho 
with h and h, diagonal. Suppose X1 = GL(n - 1, K), 
for some g, E X,,,,, 
Take A, = diag( 1, d- ‘, d, l,..., 1) E N with d2 # 1, then 
1 
g, = A, g&lg;’ = b2 1 [ 1 b,bl EX Z 
withb=d’-l#O.TakeA,=diag(b,l,b-‘,l,...,l)EN, then 
If c2 = c3 = 0, g, = T,,(l) E X is just the needed transvection. Suppose 
c, #O for f = 2 or 3. When K is non-commutative we can take 
A, = diag(c, 1, . . . . ~)EN with c# 1, when K is a field we take A, = 
diag(A2, A-‘, A-‘, 1 , . . . . 1) E N with A3 # 1, then in both case we have 
1 
g1= n;‘g,/l,g,’ = ;: 
1 [ 1 1 E x I 
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with ~1, = c,(c - 1) # 0 or CI, = (A.’ - l)c, # 0, respectively, and replacing g, 
by such B1 we reduce to a settled case. Now consider the remaining case 
GL(n - 1, K) = GL(2,5) and 
A,,=h 
1 1 [ 1 1 -1 ho 
(with h and h, diagonal). If 
has the block AZ, # 0, replacing g, by g;‘AgA for A = diag( 1, - 1, - 1) we 
reduce to a settled case A,, = I and AZ1 # 0. Suppose A,, = 0. Replacing g, 
by diag(det h, h-‘) g, diag(det ho, h;‘) E X we may assume h = ho = I, i.e., 
(a E F,*). 






1  E x
ro 0 11 
Replacing g, by d1 we reduce to a settled case A,, # 0. The proof for the 
maximality of N is finished. 
To complete the proof of our theorem we need to show that N is not 
maximal in the exceptional cases. We can do this by giving an overgroup 
A’, i.e., giving a subgroup X of G such that N < X < G, for each exceptional 
case. 
When K = F,, take X to be the stabilizer of e, + . . . + e,. 
When K= F3 resp. F4, define a symmetric resp. a hermitian form f 
on F’, with f(ei, e,) = 1 (when i= j) or 0 (otherwise), and take 
X=O(V,f)nGresp. U(V,f)nG. 
When G = SL(2, F) over an imperfect field F with char F= 2, we have 
G = 342, F), and N = SO(2, F, Q) with respect to the quadratic form Q on 
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I/ defined by Q(ae, + be,) = ab for any a, by F. Since F# F2 there exist 
F2-subspaces L of F other than 0 and F, for each such L we have an 
orthogonal group X= {g E Sp(2, F) 1 Q(ug) + Q(u) E L for all v E V>, and 
N<X<G. 
In case G = GL(2,5), or G = SL(2, K) with lKl< 11, all the subgroups of 
G are known (see [73), thus the overgroups can be found. 
When G = SL(4,5), consider the normalizer X in G of the group U 
generated by the elements z,=diag(l, 1, -1, -l), z2=diag(l, -1, 1, -l), 
and z0 = 21, then NC XC G. We point out that the quotient group 
ZJ= U/(X*1) is an elementary 2-group and thus can be regarded as a 
vector space V(4,2) over F, of dimension 4, X induces a symplectic group 
Sp(4,2) on U, and N is just the stabilizer in X= Sp( U) of the subspace 
(z19 22). 
The proof of our theorem is completed. 
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